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Windows XP Under the Hood: Hardcore Windows Scripting and Command Line PowerQue, 2002
Get ready to roll up those shirtsleeves, pop the hood, and get a little Windows grime under those fingernails! This is a book about tools, nuts and bolts. Through lucid tutorials and examples, Windows XP Under the Hood shows how to use scripting and batch tools to automate repetitive tasks. You'll master the gory details of the...
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Where There Is No Doctor: A Village Health Care HandbookHesperian Foundation, 1992
Home health care manuals are a dime a dozen, but this one is in a league by itself... This amazing manual...successfully brings together modern concepts of public health and personal health care into a usable and understandable format for the Third World villager. If you are a physician, dentist or nurse planning to volunteer on a medical mercy...
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Reversing: Secrets of Reverse EngineeringJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005

	Sometimes, the best way to advance is in reverse


	If you want to know how something works, you take it apart very carefully. That's exactly what this book shows you—how to deconstruct software in a way that reveals design and implementation details, sometimes even source code. Why? Because reversing reveals weak spots, so...
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Practical Programming in Tcl and Tk (3rd Edition)Prentice Hall, 1999
 The Tcl/Tk best-seller, now completely updated for Tcl 8.2 and the Tcl Web Server!  

 Tcl/Tk 8.2 is the first scripting language that can handle enterprise-wide integration tasks that encompass Windows, Solaris, Macintosh, and other key platforms. Now, in this fully updated Third Edition, Tcl/Tk development team member and best-selling...
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Ubuntu 7.10 Linux Unleashed, 3rd EditionSams Publishing, 2008
Welcome to Ubuntu 7.10 Linux Unleashed! This book covers the free Linux distribution named Ubuntu and includes a fully functional and complete operating system produced by the Ubuntu Community, sponsored by Canonical Software.

Ubuntu directly descends from one of the oldest and most revered Linux distributions ever: Debian. Those of you...
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Hadoop Backup and Recovery solutionsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Learn the best strategies for data recovery from Hadoop backup clusters and troubleshoot problems


	About This Book

	
		Learn the fundamentals of Hadoop's backup needs, recovery strategy, and troubleshooting
	
		Determine common failure points, intimate HBase, and explore different backup...
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The Psychiatric Interview (Practical Guides in Psychiatry)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2004

	
		The psychiatric interview is your window into the mind of your patient. With this practical, how-to handbook, you'll examine each aspect of the psychiatric interview in detail. Your journey begins with the general principles essential to effective interviewing—including techniques for approaching threatening topics,...
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Solaris 10 System Administration Exam Prep: Exam CX-310-202 Part IIQue, 2009

	In this book you’ll learn Advanced Topics in Solaris 10


	System Administration for SPARC and x86-based systems including:

	
		Administering the network environment in Solaris 10
	
		Setting up RAID metadevices using SVM
	
		Configuring ZFS storage...
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Swift 4 Protocol-Oriented Programming: Bring predictability, performance, and productivity to your Swift applications, 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2017

	
		Build fast and powerful applications by harnessing the power of protocol-oriented programming in Swift 4

	
		Key Features

		
			Leverage the power of protocol-oriented programming in your applications and learn from real-world use cases
	
			Create a flexible code base with protocols and...
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Tcl/Tk, Second Edition: A Developer's GuideMorgan Kaufmann, 2003
Tcl/Tk (Tool Command Language/Tool Kit) makes it fast and easy to implement any type of application, from games to network analyzers. Tcl/Tk is a full-bodied, mature programming platform used by NASA rocket scientists, Wall Street database experts, Internet designers, and open source programmers around the world. Tcl/Tk's multi-faceted and...
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The Art and Science of CSSSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2007
In the early days of CSS, many web designers associated it with boring, square boxes and thin borders. “CSS is ugly!” they would cry. It took projects such as CSS Edge1 and CSS Zen Garden2 to show the web design world that not only could CSS designs achieve the same aesthetic qualities of their table-based ancestors, but, furthermore,...
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The Ultimate Guide to Graphic DesignDennis Publishing, 2010

	Design is a deeply ingrained part of the human psyche. Since the earliest days when we were painting cave walls, we have been interested in creating objects that that tell a story or simply brighten up our surroundings. The advent of the computer has brought our interest in design to a whole new level. We can now manipulate our creations as...
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